
 

Level A2 – General French 

Coursetype: group class (minimum of 6 students*
 

Course length:Registration by session of 12 weeks (2 
 

Timetable: 

 

Monday Tuesday 

Extensive course 
13h45-15h45 

 

 

Methodology: Each sequence is structuredaround the four key language skills 

and is based on the communicative and 

 

- Learner-centeredness 

- Autonomy development 

- Priority to communication and interactions, in particular oral

- Use of authentic documents 

- Explicit and deductive grammar based on observation

- Role plays 

- Project-based approach 

- Task-based approach in real or simulated situations

- Interculturality 

- Correction and use of mistakes as a learning vector

 

Pedagogical resources: Authentic documents

comics, etc.), computer-based activities, specialized manuals,

systematization games, projects, outings.
 

Assessment system:  

 

- A continuous assessment process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

advice. Students are offered an individual assessment of their li

order to confirm their progress and validate passage between certain levels. 

- A final assessment (following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

level, is offered for courses lasting 3 weeks or more.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* Langue Onze Toulouse reserves the right to cancel all

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of 

cost is retained and the weekly number of hours is recalculated as follows: 

enrolled: 1h15 / day, 2h30 weekly - 4 to 5 students enrolled: 1

General French – Extensive au pair course

(minimum of 6 students*- maximum of 12 students) 

Registration by session of 12 weeks (2 x2h/week equaling 48 hours) 

Wednesday Thursday 

  

structuredaround the four key language skills (listening/speaking, reading/writing), 

and action-based approachthrough emphasis on the 

Priority to communication and interactions, in particular oral 

grammar based on observation 

based approach in real or simulated situations 

as a learning vector 

documents and multimedia documents (videos, radio 

activities, specialized manuals,grammarhandouts, debates, presentations, role plays, 

systematization games, projects, outings. 

process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

advice. Students are offered an individual assessment of their linguistic abilities every four or five weeks in 

order to confirm their progress and validate passage between certain levels.  

(following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

for courses lasting 3 weeks or more. 

* Langue Onze Toulouse reserves the right to cancel all group course dates / times, or to convert group or individual lessons into a smaller 

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of 

kly number of hours is recalculated as follows: - 1 student registered: 45 min / day, 

4 to 5 students enrolled: 1h30 / day, 3h weekly. 

Extensive au pair course 

Friday 

Extensive course 
13h45-15h45 

listening/speaking, reading/writing), 

 following aspects: 

(videos, radio podcasts, articles, songs, 

debates, presentations, role plays, 

process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

nguistic abilities every four or five weeks in 

(following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

course dates / times, or to convert group or individual lessons into a smaller 

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of conversion, the initial 

/ day, 1h30 weekly - 2 to 3 students 



 

The learning aims are defined in correspondence with the 

for a period of 96 hours, equaling two sessions of 12 weeks.

Skills 

 
Oral comprehension:  
- Understand information relating to family, shopping, work 
and relationships 
- Identify the subject of a short, slow radio report
- Grasp the gist in a TV news report accompanied
 
Written comprehension of: 
- Information on everyday life 
- Information contained in leaflets 
- Classified ads and instructions   
 
Oral expression: 
- Say sorry and accept an apology 
- Carry out transactions in a shop and in a restaurant
- Compare things 
- Ask for information regarding a trip 
- Express the chronology of an event in the present, past 
(passé composé )and future (futurproche, futur simple)
- Describe plans and preparations 
- Ask for or give directions 
- Give, accept, or refuse an invitation 
 
Written expression : 
- Recount a past event (eg. a party) 
- Write a letter making an enquiry, to say hello, or to thank 
someone 
- Use words expressing chronology 
- Create imaginary biographies 
 
 

 
- Transport companies and their way of operating
- Carpooling 
- Gastronomy in France and abroad: relation to food, composition of meals, regional specificities
- Fashion and appearances in France and abroad
- Digital habits in France and abroad 
- Cultural and regional divisions and international equivalents
- The educational system in France and abroad:organization, 
 
 

  

Contents of programmes  

 

in correspondence with the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages,

for a period of 96 hours, equaling two sessions of 12 weeks. 

Examples of linguistic aims

nderstand information relating to family, shopping, work  

dentify the subject of a short, slow radio report 
accompanied by images  

arry out transactions in a shop and in a restaurant 

xpress the chronology of an event in the present, past  
(passé composé )and future (futurproche, futur simple) 

rite a letter making an enquiry, to say hello, or to thank  

 
Tenses&moods 
- Passé proche, présent progressif, futur proche.
- Futur simple: construction and uses
- Passé-composé : positive, negative
- Imparfait: for description
- Conditionnel présent: expression of the proposition
- Impératif: constructions and uses  
 
Otherlinguistictools 
- Indefinatepronouns: quelqu’un, qq chose, qq part
- Complementpronouns: moi, toi, lui, elle, 
- Complementpronouns: me, te, le, la, nous, 
- Relative pronouns: qui /que /où
- Expression of quantity 
- Prepositions of place 
- Construction and position of adjectives 
- Adverbs of frequency 
 
Vocabulary 
- Food and cooking 
- Tourism, travelling, 
- Means of transport  
- Towns 
- News stories 
- Visual description and atmosphere
- Politeness and saying thank you, relationships
- School/university course 
- Work  
 

Examples of intercultural aims 

and their way of operating in France and abroad 

Gastronomy in France and abroad: relation to food, composition of meals, regional specificities
Fashion and appearances in France and abroad 

and international equivalents 
The educational system in France and abroad:organization, evolutional trends, ... 

Common European Framework of Reference for Languages, 

 

Examples of linguistic aims 

Passé proche, présent progressif, futur proche. 
Futur simple: construction and uses 

: positive, negative 
Imparfait: for description 
Conditionnel présent: expression of the proposition 
Impératif: constructions and uses   

Indefinatepronouns: quelqu’un, qq chose, qq part 
: moi, toi, lui, elle, nous … 

Complementpronouns: me, te, le, la, nous, vous, … 
: qui /que /où 

Construction and position of adjectives  

Visual description and atmosphere 
Politeness and saying thank you, relationships 
School/university course  

Gastronomy in France and abroad: relation to food, composition of meals, regional specificities 



 

Level B1 – General French 

Coursetype: group class (minimum of 6 students*
 

Course length:Registration by session of 12 weeks (2 
 

Timetable: 

 

Monday Tuesday 

 
Extensive course

13h45-15h45
 

Methodology: Each sequence is structuredaround the four key language skills 

and is based on the communicative and 

 

- Learner-centeredness 

- Autonomy development 

- Priority to communication and interactions, in particular oral

- Use of authentic documents 

- Explicit and deductive grammar based on observation

- Role plays 

- Project-based approach 

- Task-based approach in real or simulated situations

- Interculturality 

- Correction and use of mistakes as a learning vector

 

Pedagogical resources: Authentic documents

comics, etc.), computer-based activities, specialized manuals,

systematization games, projects, outings.
 

Assessment system:  

 

- A continuous assessment process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

advice. Students are offered an individual assessment of their li

order to confirm their progress and validate passage between certain levels. 

- A final assessment (following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

level, is offered for courses lasting 3 weeks or more.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* Langue Onze Toulouse reserves the right to cancel all

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of 

cost is retained and the weekly number of hours is recalculated as follows: 

enrolled: 1h15 / day, 2h30 weekly - 4 to 5 students enrolled: 1

General French - Extensive au pair course

(minimum of 6 students*- maximum of 12 students) 

Registration by session of 12 weeks (2 x2h/week equaling 48 hours) 

Wednesday Thursday 

Extensive course 
15h45 

 
Extensive course

13h45-15h45

structuredaround the four key language skills (listening/speaking, reading/writing), 

and action-based approachthrough emphasis on the 

Priority to communication and interactions, in particular oral 

grammar based on observation 

based approach in real or simulated situations 

as a learning vector 

documents and multimedia documents (videos, radio 

activities, specialized manuals,grammarhandouts, debates, presentations, role plays, 

systematization games, projects, outings. 

process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

advice. Students are offered an individual assessment of their linguistic abilities every four or five weeks in 

order to confirm their progress and validate passage between certain levels.  

(following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

for courses lasting 3 weeks or more. 

* Langue Onze Toulouse reserves the right to cancel all group course dates / times, or to convert group or individual lessons into a smaller 

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of 

kly number of hours is recalculated as follows: - 1 student registered: 45 min / day, 

4 to 5 students enrolled: 1h30 / day, 3h weekly. 

Extensive au pair course 

Friday 

Extensive course 
15h45 

 

listening/speaking, reading/writing), 

 following aspects: 

(videos, radio podcasts, articles, songs, 

debates, presentations, role plays, 

process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

nguistic abilities every four or five weeks in 

(following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

course dates / times, or to convert group or individual lessons into a smaller 

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of conversion, the initial 

/ day, 1h30 weekly - 2 to 3 students 



 

The learning aims are defined in correspondence with the Common European Framework of Reference for 

Languages,for a period of 144 hours equaling 3 sessions of 12 weeks

Skills 

 
Oral comprehension: 
- Follow a conversation on a topical subject 
- Understand a brief narration and its chronology
- Understand the subject of a TV or radio debate
- Understand an emotional reaction 
 
Written comprehension: 
- Understand the essential points in a short newspaper article
- Guess the meaning of unfamiliar words from their
- Understand messages published by public services
- Understand private correspondence 
- Read a novel and understand its plot 
 
Oral expression: 
- Deal with any situation that might arrive while travelling
- Express your feelings and react to others’ feelings 
- Give your opinion and discuss a subject, formulate a 
  complaint 
- Recount a past event in detail 
- Describe a dream, a hope, a goal, a plan, a schedule
- Rephrase a sentence when it has not been und
- Talk about and ask questions about durations of time
 
Written expression: 
- Recount a past event, an anecdote, a trip 
- Reply to an advert and give extra details 
- Write a private letter or email 
- Establish a schedule and express your plans
 

 
- Cultural specificities in the expression of feelings in France and abroad
- The relationship with new technologies in France and 
- The importance given to free time in France and abroad: «art de vivre», favorite leisure activities, ...
- Work in France and abroad: habits, rhythm, relations with the hierarchy, ...
- Economic specificities in France and abroad: predominant 
- French education and characteristics of parental education abroad
- The current consumption patterns in France and abroad: return to small shops, garage sales, ...
- Places of memory 
- Relationship to the media in France and abroad
- Citizens’ involvement in ecology in France and abroad
- Cultural specificities of French-speaking countries: communities (Cajuns, Walloons, ...), mother tongues, ...
- The different forms of unions and their perception in society
 

  

Contents of programmes  

 

in correspondence with the Common European Framework of Reference for 

for a period of 144 hours equaling 3 sessions of 12 weeks

 

Examples of linguistic aims

 
brief narration and its chronology 

Understand the subject of a TV or radio debate 

Understand the essential points in a short newspaper article 
Guess the meaning of unfamiliar words from their context 
Understand messages published by public services 

Deal with any situation that might arrive while travelling 
Express your feelings and react to others’ feelings  
Give your opinion and discuss a subject, formulate a  

Describe a dream, a hope, a goal, a plan, a schedule 
Rephrase a sentence when it has not been understood 
Talk about and ask questions about durations of time 

Establish a schedule and express your plans 

Tenses and moods 
- Passé-composé: verbs which take both “avoir” and 
  “être” 
- Imparfait: construction and uses/distinction with the 
  Passé Composé 
- Distinction futur simple/ future proche
- Conditionnel présent: construction and uses 
- Impératif: negative form  
- Subjonctif present: construction (obligation) 
- Passive form in present / Faire + infinitive 
- The gérondif: for manner and simultaneity
 
Otherlinguistictools 
- Relative pronouns: avec qui/chez qui/pour qui/dont
- Complementpronouns: lui/leur/en /y
- Interrogative pronouns: à quoi/de quoi
- Expression of negation 
- Comparisons, conditions 
- Time expressions: il y a/depuis/pendant
- Formation of regular and irregular adverbs
 
Vocabulary 
- Childhood, memories, the past
- The future : development,  progress
- Emotional reactions, feelings
- Free time in France, work and money
 

Examples of intercultural aims 

Cultural specificities in the expression of feelings in France and abroad 
The relationship with new technologies in France and abroad 
The importance given to free time in France and abroad: «art de vivre», favorite leisure activities, ...
Work in France and abroad: habits, rhythm, relations with the hierarchy, ... 
Economic specificities in France and abroad: predominant sectors, strengths and weaknesses, ... 
French education and characteristics of parental education abroad 
The current consumption patterns in France and abroad: return to small shops, garage sales, ... 

rance and abroad 
Citizens’ involvement in ecology in France and abroad 

speaking countries: communities (Cajuns, Walloons, ...), mother tongues, ...
The different forms of unions and their perception in society 

 

in correspondence with the Common European Framework of Reference for 

for a period of 144 hours equaling 3 sessions of 12 weeks 

Examples of linguistic aims 

 

composé: verbs which take both “avoir” and  

Imparfait: construction and uses/distinction with the  

Distinction futur simple/ future proche 
Conditionnel présent: construction and uses  

 
Subjonctif present: construction (obligation)  
Passive form in present / Faire + infinitive  
The gérondif: for manner and simultaneity 

Relative pronouns: avec qui/chez qui/pour qui/dont 
lui/leur/en /y 

Interrogative pronouns: à quoi/de quoi 

Time expressions: il y a/depuis/pendant 
Formation of regular and irregular adverbs 

Childhood, memories, the past 
elopment,  progress 

Emotional reactions, feelings 
Free time in France, work and money 

The importance given to free time in France and abroad: «art de vivre», favorite leisure activities, ... 

speaking countries: communities (Cajuns, Walloons, ...), mother tongues, ... 



 

Level B2 – General French 

Coursetype: group class (minimum of 6 st
 

Course length:Registration by session of 12 weeks (2 
 

Timetable: 

 

Monday Tuesday 

 
Extensive course

13h45-15h45
 

Methodology: Each sequence is structuredaround the four key language skills 

and is based on the communicative and 

 

- Learner-centeredness 

- Autonomy development 

- Priority to communication and interactions, in particular oral

- Use of authentic documents 

- Explicit and deductive grammar based on observation

- Role plays 

- Project-based approach 

- Task-based approach in real or simulated situations

- Interculturality 

- Correction and use of mistakes as a learning vector

 

Pedagogical resources: Authentic documents

comics, etc.), computer-based activities, specialized manuals,

systematization games, projects, outings.
 

Assessment system:  

 

- A continuous assessment process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

advice. Students are offered an individual assessment of their li

order to confirm their progress and validate passage between certain levels. 

- A final assessment (following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

level, is offered for courses lasting 3 weeks or more.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
* Langue Onze Toulouse reserves the right to cancel all

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of 

cost is retained and the weekly number of hours is recalculated as follows: 

enrolled: 1h15 / day, 2h30 weekly - 4 to 5 students enrolled: 1

General French - Extensive au pair course

(minimum of 6 students*- maximum of 12 students) 

Registration by session of 12 weeks (2 x2h/week equaling 48 hours) 

Wednesday Thursday 

Extensive course 
15h45 

 
Extensive course

13h45-15h45

structuredaround the four key language skills (listening/speaking, reading/writing), 

and action-based approachthrough emphasis on the 

Priority to communication and interactions, in particular oral 

grammar based on observation 

based approach in real or simulated situations 

as a learning vector 

documents and multimedia documents (videos, radio 

activities, specialized manuals,grammarhandouts, debates, presentations, role plays, 

systematization games, projects, outings. 

process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

advice. Students are offered an individual assessment of their linguistic abilities every four or five weeks in 

order to confirm their progress and validate passage between certain levels.  

(following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

for courses lasting 3 weeks or more. 

* Langue Onze Toulouse reserves the right to cancel all group course dates / times, or to convert group or individual lessons into a smaller 

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of 

kly number of hours is recalculated as follows: - 1 student registered: 45 min / day, 

4 to 5 students enrolled: 1h30 / day, 3h weekly. 

Extensive au pair course 

Friday 

Extensive course 
15h45 

 

listening/speaking, reading/writing), 

 following aspects: 

(videos, radio podcasts, articles, songs, 

debates, presentations, role plays, 

process is employed in the classroom, for which teachers monitor the students’ 

progress through the group’s activities, systematically correct errors, and deliver individualised feedback and 

nguistic abilities every four or five weeks in 

(following the criteria of the CEFR), allowing students to obtain a certificate stating their 

course dates / times, or to convert group or individual lessons into a smaller 

group of equivalent value if the number of students enrolled in the course is less than required (6 persons). In the case of conversion, the initial 

/ day, 1h30 weekly - 2 to 3 students 



 

The learning aims are defined in correspondence with the Common European Framework of Reference for 

Languages,for a period of 144 hour

Skills 

 
Oral comprehension:  
- Understand information given in a noisy environment 
- Understand a lesson covering a well-known subject
- Grasp the tone of a radio broadcast 
 
Written comprehension 
- Understand and succinctly analyse a narrative text
- Independently understand specialised articles
- Quickly read and understand an instruction manual
- Read « diagonally » to quickly grasp the gist of a text
 
Oral expression: 
- Participate actively in an everyday conversation
- Justify and defend your opinions on different subjects
- Accurately relate real information 
- Negotiate for compensation in a case of wrong
- Correct yourself when there has been a misunderstanding
- Use different tones and registers 
- Use expressions to gain time  
- Easily express chronology and duration  
 
Written expression:. 
- Summarise, relate and present different subjects 
- Write a film or book review 
- Write a personal letter expressing your feelings 
- Write a letter of complaint   
 

 
- Relationship to work in France and abroad: balance between private and professional life
- Women in the French-speaking countries 
- Protection of minorities in France and abroad
- Engaged authors: Camus, Sartre, Kourouma ...
- The relationship with politics, in France and abroad
- Successful companies and industries in France and abroad
- Cultural differences, French people seen by foreigners
- Ecology in France and abroad: initiatives, involvement, associations, militancy, ...
- Humor in France and abroad 
- Healthcare in France and abroad 
- Cinema in France and abroad: role in society, place in free time, ...
- Immigration and integration policies in France and abroad
- The French academy and the langue’s evolutions
 
 

 

 

Contents of programmes  

 

in correspondence with the Common European Framework of Reference for 

Languages,for a period of 144 hours equaling 3 sessions of 12 weeks

 

Examples of linguistic aims

Understand information given in a noisy environment  
known subject 

Understand and succinctly analyse a narrative text  
understand specialised articles 

instruction manual 
» to quickly grasp the gist of a text 

Participate actively in an everyday conversation 
Justify and defend your opinions on different subjects 

compensation in a case of wrong-doing 
Correct yourself when there has been a misunderstanding 

ent different subjects  

Write a personal letter expressing your feelings  

Tenses and moods 
- Plus-que-parfait : construction and uses
- Conditionnel passé and futur antérieur
- Expression of regret and reproach
- Subjonctif, present and past
- Reported speech in the past
- Past passive form 
- Distinction between the gérondif and the participe
présent  
 
Other linguistic tools 
- Complex relative pronouns
- Double pronouns: use and position 
- Indefinite pronouns: n’importelequel, …
- Expression of conditions and 
- Expression of opposition and concession
- Prépositions: cases and uses  
 
Vocabulary 
- Politics 
- Work 
- The health service 
- Media manipulation  
- The environment and ecology
- Humour and slang 
- Culture and cinema 
 

Examples of intercultural aims 

Relationship to work in France and abroad: balance between private and professional life 

abroad 
Engaged authors: Camus, Sartre, Kourouma ... 
The relationship with politics, in France and abroad 
Successful companies and industries in France and abroad 
Cultural differences, French people seen by foreigners 

initiatives, involvement, associations, militancy, ... 

Cinema in France and abroad: role in society, place in free time, ... 
Immigration and integration policies in France and abroad 

French academy and the langue’s evolutions 

in correspondence with the Common European Framework of Reference for 

s equaling 3 sessions of 12 weeks 

Examples of linguistic aims 

 

: construction and uses 
Conditionnel passé and futur antérieur 

regret and reproach 
, present and past 
speech in the past 

Distinction between the gérondif and the participe 

Complex relative pronouns 
Double pronouns: use and position  
Indefinite pronouns: n’importelequel, … 
Expression of conditions and hypotheses 
Expression of opposition and concession 
Prépositions: cases and uses   

ecology 


